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1 Introduction.

Optical Mapping is a single molecule system for the construction of ordered DNA restriction
maps [4]. It uses light microscopy to directly image individual DNA molecules bound to
charged surfaces, cleaved by restriction endonucleases. Cut sites are flagged by small, visible
gaps. Notably, restriction fragments retain their original order, and the resulting string
of restriction fragment masses is termed an optical map. Shotgun Optical Mapping is an
approach that constructs whole-genome DNA restriction maps by overlapping optical maps
derived from randomly sheared genomic DNA molecules. Each molecule is mapped and
aligned to form contigs consisting of 10− 50x coverage of a given locus; as such, these maps
have served as scaffolds for sequence assembly and validation [3].

In the map assembly problem, sensitive detection of overlaps between optical maps plays
a crucial role, and experimental errors make the analysis of this problem complex. By
modifying the dynamic programming algorithm in [2] for restriction maps alignment with
suitable scoring function and parameters, we are able to find accurate matchings between
two overlapping optical maps under the limits of known experimental errors.

2 Data.

Due to experimental condition, the measured maps have the following features:

I. missing cuts,
which occur when molecules are not cleaved at all restriction sites.
In one data set, the probability of missing cut at a cut site is about 0.2.

II. false cuts,
which occur when there are cleavages detected which are not at a restriction site.
We have about 5 false cuts per Mb in one data set.

III. sizing errors,
which are imprecisions in measuring the length of restriction fragments.
Suppose lr is the true fragment length and lm is what we observed in the data, then

|lm − lr| is modeled to be proportional to
√

lr.

3 Methods.

Let a segment [i, k] of a map consists sites i through k. Let a matching pair between two
maps be denoted by (i, j; k, l).
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Suppose we have a global alignment Π between a map A with m sites and the other
map B with n sites is a sequence of ordered matching pairs (i1, j1; k1, l1) (i2, j2; k2, l2) . . .
(id, jd; kd, ld), where kt < it+1 and lt < jt+1 for each t < d. Let qx denote the position of
site x on map A, and ry the position of site y on map B. With λ ≥ 0 and ν ≥ 0, the score
of Π is defined as:

score(Π) =

d∑
t=1

σ(it, jt; kt, lt) + l(qi1 , ri1) +

d∑
t=2

l((qit − qkt−1), (rjt − rlt−1))

+ l((qm − qkd), (rn − rld))− λ

[
m + n−

d∑
t=1

(kt − it + 1)−
d∑

t=1

(lt − jt + 1)

]
,

where

σ(it, jt; kt, lt) = ν · (#of matching sites pair in segment [it, jt; kt, lt])

+ l((qkt − qit), (rlt − rjt))− λ((kt − it) + (lt − jt)).

Each pair of matching sites in segment is rewarded by ν in σ(it, jt; kt, lt). It also takes
care of random permutation of restriction sites position. Each site not matched with any
others (due to a false cut or a missing cut) is penalized by λ. l(a, b) is the scoring function
of length similarity for two segments, one with length a and the other with length b. So the
function l(a, b) takes care of the distance discrepancy between a matching pair.

To obtain an appropriate function for l(a, b), we first, using a central limit theorem,
model the measurement distribution (conditional on the true fragment length). Then we
derive a log likelihood function to use as l(a, b).

This approach, which is for global map alignment, can be modified to yield local align-
ments and overlap alignment. To obtain an algorithm for overlap alignment, we modify the
recursion in [2] as follows.

Initialize both the first row and column as 0 when calculating the maximum score matrix
of alignments (which means both the open and end gaps are not penalized [1]). We are able
to find the best overlap alignment (with highest score) between two optical maps under the
scoring scheme we mentioned above.
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